
Lotus
Planter

Design Anna Kraitz

Lotus is a solid, generous planter made in sandcast aluminium. The planter’s sculptural design captures the beauty

of the petals’ rounded shapes as it creates a container for flowers, plants and ornamental trees. Clustering several

planters together creates an attractive feature, and placing them in a row can provide a stylish means of dividing

space. The planter’s unique style suits variety of outdoor settings.
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120 cm

57 cm

120 cm

Dimensions and weight Height: 57 cm

Ø: Yttermått 120 cm, innermått 71cm

Vikt: 93 kg

Volume: 110 litres.

Product numbers and
combinations

Ö14-49  Lotus planter

Ö14-49BT10  Mona water tank for Lotus planter, volume 10 liter

B11-06  Startup cost for powder coating steel in a color other than standard.

Choose a RAL colour.

Append to product number

METAL SURFACE FINISH

C for any color, at a standard cost.

INSTALLATION TYPE

N for surface mount.

Standard colours Gris 2150 Sablé

Materials and surface
treatments

Recycled sand cast aluminium

Aluminium recycled from scrap, hand cast in sand moulds. The energy

consumption when producing recycled aluminium is about 5% of that used when

producing virgin aluminium.

Powder coating

Powder coating is a coating that is applied as a free-flowing, dry powder. Unlike

conventional liquid paint, powder coating is usually applied electrostatically and

then cured under heat or with ultraviolet light. The result is an even, hard-wearing

coloured surface with the desired gloss level.

Assembly and placement Freestanding

Freestanding product that is placed directly on the ground.

Surface mount

Can be bolted above ground, to the floor or to a cast-in-place foundation. Bolts

not included.

The holes for the attachment to the ground is on the inside.
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Maintenance Powder coated Aluminium

Products that are powder-coated can be touch-up painted with alkyd paint if

necessary.

Read more in our general maintenance advice at nola.se/en/care-and-
maintenance

Character A solid and generous planter for outdoor environments.

Designers

Anna Kraitz

Designer Anna Kraitz har participated in a large number of design

exhibitions in Sweden and around the world, including Artipelag,

London’s design fair 2019 and Nordic Cool in Washington. In 2012

Kraitz received Plaza’s award Best Designer of the year and in

2008 she won the Bruno Mathsson award. 

Anna Kratiz has been a professor at Beckmans college of design,

Capella gården, Carl Malmstensskolan and Konstfack university

of Arts, Craft and Design. 
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